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Abstract: In this paper, a single-phase single-stage photovoltaic (PV) grid-tied system is investigated.
The conventional pulse width modulated (PWM) voltage source inverter (VSI) is replaced by a
PWM current source inverter (CSI) for its voltage boosting capabilities, inherent short-circuit proof
and higher reliability features. Modeling, design, and analysis of the considered CSI are presented
altogether with enhanced proposed control loops aided with a modified PWM technique. DC-link
even current harmonics are commonly reflected as low-order odd harmonics in the grid resulting
in a poor quality grid current. In order to overcome the latter, a high performance proportional
resonant controller, applied in the inverter inner grid current loop, is proposed using cascaded
resonant control units tuned at low-order frequencies to eliminate injected grid current harmonics.
Hence, with a less-bulky smoothing inductor at the CSI DC-side, grid power quality and system
efficiency are simultaneously improved. Simulation and experimental results verify the proposed
controller effectiveness.

Keywords: photovoltaic; current source inverter; proportional resonant controller; cascaded harmonic
compensator

1. Introduction

World’s increasing energy consumption, depleting fossil fuels, and environmental problems
encourage the use of renewable energy resources recently. Among the latter, photovoltaic (PV)
energy has become a promising resource [1,2]. For best utilization of electric power, grid-connected
photovoltaic systems offer high return-on-investment as they supply the maximum extracted PV power
into the grid without the need of battery back-ups [3–6].

Commercial PV-grid interface technologies include central, string inverters and AC modules [7,8].
For string inverter topology, a number of PV modules form a string, each having its own inverter, thus
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is separately achieved for each PV string. This overcomes non
flexibility, MPPT mismatch, and power losses caused by the old centralized inverter topology. However,
the string topology still suffers limited modularity because the whole string is operated at a single
maximum power point (MPP). The latter may cause PV modules’ mismatch due to manufacturing
tolerances or non-optimal conditions such as partial shading [9]. Hence, the “plug and play” user
friendly module integrated converter (MIC) concept arises where a single PV module is integrated
with an inverter into one unit regarded as a PV AC module connected in parallel to the grid [10]. This
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eliminates mismatch losses between PV modules and supports optimal adjustment between the PV
module and the inverter. Hence the modular integrated converter topology is considered in this article.

For low-to-medium power applications, energy resources are usually connected to the AC grid
through a single-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) at network distribution low voltage level (110/220
V) [11]. Single-and two-stage grid-connected converters are commonly used topologies in single-phase
PV applications [7] to achieve functions of PV maximum power tracking and PV-grid interface [12,13].
In the two-stage topology, a power decoupling DC/DC stage is added between the PV source and the
DC/AC inverter stage for stepping up the PV voltage and tracking the MPP while the DC/AC inverter
interfaces the PV source to the grid. This topology has the merit of decoupling the PV module from the
output inverter stage. Hence, the inverter DC-bus voltage ripples, resulting from the known double
line-frequency grid power oscillations due to the single-phase connection, would have limited impact
on the PV source [14,15]. However, this topology suffers from higher part count, reduced efficiency,
lower reliability, higher cost, and larger footprint when compared to its alternative; the single-stage
topology [16,17]. The latter involves a single conversion stage (DC/AC power inverter) to achieve PV
MPPT altogether with PV-grid interface. Hence, system component count is minimized increasing
conversion efficiency, system reliability and meanwhile reducing its size and cost. However, for such a
topology, when applying a conventional H-bridge VSI, it must be followed by a step-up transformer to
overcome the bucking feature of the VSI which adversely contributes to the increase of the system size,
cost, and additional losses. Furthermore, a large electrolytic capacitor must be connected between the
PV source and the VSI to limit DC-link voltage ripples’ propagation to the PV output power [18,19].
These capacitors are the limiting factor of the inverter lifetime and system reliability.

Since the efficiency and footprint of the two-stage grid-connected system are not appealing,
especially for low and medium power applications, single-stage topology is considered in this article.
However, to overcome the voltage-buck property of the VSI and the required large electrolytic
capacitor at the DC-bus, the VSI can be replaced by a single-phase pulse width modulated current
source inverter (PWM CSI) [20–27]. CSIs are highly competitive to VSIs with their integrated voltage
boost functionality, ability to produce near sinusoidal low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) voltage
generation and inherent short-circuit protection capability provided by the DC inductor [28]. Hence, it
can be a viable alternative for the interconnection of a low-voltage PV array to grid without the need of
an additional component for voltage boosting. In summary, PV CSI offers high reliability at relatively
high efficiency when compared to that of voltage source based solar inverter [29].

However, the input DC current of the single-phase grid-connected CSI inherently contains even
harmonics which affect PV MPPT, reduce the PV panels’ lifetime, producing odd-order harmonics
on the grid side [21]. Conventionally, to suppress these DC-side harmonics, a large DC inductor is
applied, however at the cost of a bulky system realization which is practically inconvenient. Various
techniques have been proposed to eliminate CSI DC-side harmonics without the need of large inductor.
Hardware solutions are common [26,27]. In [26], an additional doubled-tuned parallel resonant circuit
is placed on the DC-link inductor in order to eliminate DC-side second and fourth order harmonics.
However, these extra passive elements add to the entire system size, cost, losses and design complexity.
In [27], an active buffer, power decoupling circuit, is added between the DC-link inductor and the CSI
yet at the cost of more component count and system losses. Hence, software/control technique-based
solutions are preferred. Specially-designed feedback current controllers are proposed in [20,21,25]
to eliminate the DC-side harmonics without the need of bulky inductor. In [20], pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM) is applied where the carrier signal is varied with the DC-link second-order harmonic
component to eliminate its effect on the AC grid current. Analog-based active nonlinear pulse width
modulation (NPWM) has been proposed in [21] to improve AC-side harmonic mitigation. In [25], the
third-order harmonic grid current is mitigated by employing a tuned proportional resonant controller
at the harmonic order. However, for all these control solutions, a DC source is assumed as an input
rather than an actual PV source.
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In this paper, an enhanced performance modified cascaded proportional resonant controller,
applied to single phase-single-stage PV grid-connected CSI, is proposed. The proposed controller
offers high performance grid integration and MPPT using reduced-size DC-link inductor, thus offering
system reduction in both footprint and cost without violating the standard grid code. Modeling, design
and analysis of the applied CSI are presented altogether with enhanced performance proposed control
loops. Furthermore, the CSI DC inductor value is reduced and meanwhile grid current harmonics
are minimized using the proposed cascaded proportional resonant (CPR) controller implemented in
the inverter grid current control loop. This controller is associated with harmonic compensator units
tuned at low-order grid current harmonics to be selectively eliminated. System performance using
reduced value DC-link inductor is investigated when applying a conventional proportional resonant
(PR) grid current controller and then retested with the proposed CPR controller. Simulation and
experimental results for both cases are compared to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller
on grid current quality.

2. System under Investigation

The investigated topology is a single-phase single-stage grid-connected PV system as shown in
Figure 1a. It consists of a full-bridge single-phase CSI. The inverter AC side is connected to 110 V,
50 Hz grid through a CL low-pass filter, in the form of Lf and Cf. The inverter input is connected to
ASE-285-DGF/17 PV module, with specifications shown in Table 1, through a DC-link inductor Ldc.
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Figure 1. PV-grid connected system under investigation. (a) System topology, (b) modified sinusoidal
pulse width modulation (SPWM) gating signals, (c) grid connected current source inverter (CSI)
equivalent circuit.

Table 1. PV panel (ASE-285-DGF/17) parameters used in simulation analysis.

Nominal short circuit current (ISCn) 18.4 A
Nominal open circuit voltage (VOCn) 20 V

Maximum power current (IMPP) 16.8 A
Maximum power voltage (VMPP) 17 V
Maximum output power (Pmax) 285 W
Current/temp. coefficient (Ki) 18.4 × 10−3 A/◦C
Voltage/temp. coefficient (Kv) −7.6 × 10−2 V/◦C

Series cells 216 -

2.1. Applied Pulse Width Modulation Scheme

Conventional single-phase CSI PWM emerged late 90’s [20] and recently enhanced [21,24],
depends on sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM). To ensure DC-link current continuity, the
upper switches are ON for half the fundamental cycle and the lower switches are sinusoidally
modulated [30]. However, this PWM lacks symmetrical utilization of the upper and lower switches,
even losses distribution and high carrier frequency usage. Other PWM methods solves this issue
using on-line PWM generation technique for single phase CSI’s, which is an enhanced version of the
three-phase CSI relying on the duality theory [30]. The presented method offers equal distribution of
the shoot-through pulses and uniform losses distribution among the inverter’s devices, but with more
sophisticated implementation.

Common SPWM techniques used for single-phase VSIs feature bipolar and unipolar techniques [31].
Unipolar SPWM doesn’t allow a continuous way for DC current in its zero output AC voltage state
hence, the CSI DC side is open-circuited. On the contrary, bipolar SPWM ensures DC current continuity
when applied for single-phase CSI offering uniform switching distribution [30]. Higher THD is
remarked due to the insufficient overlap time. Hence, a modified carrier based SPWM technique, which
consists of two carriers and one reference, was proposed in [26]. The proposed switching technique
can provide sufficient short-circuit current after every active switching action, thus grid current THD
is reduced. Furthermore, equal pulses distribution among CSI switches is achieved yet with simple
implementation, hence adopted in the presented article.

However, since TMS320F28335 DSP is applied in the practical implementation, with its inherited
PWM block in MATLAB/Simulink library, it will be difficult to apply two carriers as proposed in [26].
Hence, this paper proposes another realization form for the modified SPWM technique where same
gating signals, to those produced in [26], are achieved however with one carrier and two references.
The SPWM technique form, applied in this paper for single-phase CSI switching, can be presented as
follows; Figure 1b shows the carrier and the references waveforms, along with the switching patterns
for one reference period (0.02 s). The reference with the solid straight line is responsible for the upper
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switches, while the dashed line reference is responsible for the lower switches and is shifted by 180◦.
The applied PWM operates in two modes, a conductive mode and a null mode, and the switching
action of each switch is equally distributed during every fundamental period.

2.2. System Modelling

For a grid-connected PV system using a CSI, the relationship between the PV output voltage and
the grid voltage is derived as follows [26];

For a unity power factor,

pg = V̂g Îgsin2ωt =
V̂g Îg

2
(1− cos(2ωt)), (1)

where pg is the instantaneous active power injected to the grid assuming unity power factor, V̂g is the
grid voltage amplitude, Îg is the injected grid current amplitude, and ω is the line angular frequency
in rad/s.

By neglecting system losses, the PV output power is equal to the average part of the grid power,

VPVIPV =
V̂gÎg

2
, (2)

where VPV and IPV are the PV output voltage and current. The grid current is equal to the PV output
current multiplied by the inverter modulating amplitude M.

Îg = MIPV, (3)

Substituting (2) into (3), the equation describing the relationship between the PV output voltage
and the grid voltage is:

VPV =
MV̂g

2
, (4)

Therefore, in order to interface the PV system to the grid using a CSI, the PV voltage should not
exceed half the grid peak voltage.

From Equation (1), the grid power consists of two components; the DC component (i.e., average
grid power) and the AC component (i.e., grid power oscillates by double the line frequency). The latter
is reflected at the CSI DC side resulting in oscillating power at the CSI DC-link inductor as follows [21],

vL(t)IPV = −
V̂g Îg

2
cos(2ωt) = −VPVIPVcos(2ωt), (5)

where vL(t) is the instantaneous voltage across Ldc as shown in Figure 1a.
Then,

vL(t) = −VPVcos(2ωt) = −
MV̂g

2
cos(2ωt), (6)

This will in-turn result in PV current ripples noted as iL(t),

iL(t) = −
1

Ldc

∫ t

0
vL(t)dt =

MV̂g

4ωLdc
sin(2ωt), (7)

Then,

ii(t) = IPV + iL(t) =
2PPV

MV̂g
+

MV̂g

4ωLdc
sin(2ωt), (8)
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where ii(t) is the instantaneous inverter input current in which second-order harmonics appear. Since
the CSI is modulated with a SPWM function m(t), the instantaneous inverter output current is [21],

i0(t) = m(t)ii(t) = Msinωt

2PPV

MV̂g
+

MV̂g

4ωLdc
sin(2ωt)

, (9)

i0(t) =
2PPV

V̂g
sinωt +

M2V̂g

4ωLdc
sinωt sin2ωt , (10)

i0(t) =
2PPV

V̂g
sinωt +

M2V̂g

8ωLdc
cosωt−

M2V̂g

8ωLdc
cos3ωt , (11)

Hence, a third order harmonic component is introduced to the inverter output current (i0) due to
the second order harmonics in inverter input current (ii). In order to mitigate the latter, single-phase
grid-tied PV CSIs usually feature large inductors at their DC-link.

2.3. Parameters’ Design

Design steps of the CL filter placed at the CSI AC side, is presented then the selection criteria of
the CSI DC-link inductor are illustrated.

2.3.1. AC Output Filter

The CSI AC side filter attenuates high frequency harmonics that are associated with switching
frequency and it sidebands. The CSI near sinusoidal output voltage is achieved due to the inverter
output capacitor bank (Cf).

A sinusoidal output current can be realized, when applying the CSI sinusoidal voltage to the grid
voltage, through the interface ac inductor (Lf) [28].

For this filter design [21], consider the equivalent circuit of the CSI output to the grid shown in
Figure 1c. Assume that the fundamental component of the CSI output current (Io1) is at an angle φ

with respect to grid voltage. The output phasor grid current (Ig) can be calculated using superposition
as follows;

First consider the Io1∠φ source,

∴ Ig1 =
−

Io1∠φ
ωC f

ωL f −
1

ωC f

, (12)

Then consider the Vg∠0◦ source,

Ig2 =
Vg∠90◦

ωL f −
1

ωC f

, (13)

∴ Ig = Ig1 + Ig2 =
−

Io1∠φ
ωC f

+ Vg∠90◦

ωL f −
1

ωC f

, (14)

To achieve unity power factor, then the imaginary part of Ig should be equal to zero. Hence,

−
Io1sinφ
ωC f

+ Vg = 0, (15)

Then,

sinφ =
VgωC f

Io1
, (16)

Ig =
Io1

1−ω2L f C f
cosφ , (17)
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where Io1, Vg, and Ig are the rms values of the CSI fundamental output current, grid voltage and grid
current respectively.

From Equation (16), it can be concluded that,

cos2φ = 1−
Vg

2ω2C f
2

Io1
2 , (18)

Moreover, the AC output filter is designed so that Ig = Io1, then from Equation (17)

cosφ = 1−ω2L f C f , (19)

Hence, from Equations (18) and (19)

(
1−ω2L f C f

)2
= 1−

Vg
2ω2C f

2

Io1
2 = 1−

Vg
4ω2C f

2

PPV2 , (20)

The AC filter is designed so that the inductor reactance is x times the capacitor impedance at the
CSI switching frequency fs, then,

ωsL f = x
1
ωsC f

⇒ L f = x
1

ωs2C f
, (21)

where ωs = 2π fs, by substituting (21) into (20),

C f =
PPV

Vg2ω

√
xω2

ω2
s
(2−

xω2

ω2
s
), (22)

Using Equations (21) and (22), L f and C f are designed based on the selected values of x and
ωs [21].

2.3.2. DC-Link Inductor

The CSI DC link inductor is implemented to mitigate low-order harmonics introduced by the grid
at the DC-link. Moreover, it provides a steady DC current to the inverter. It is sized to keep the DC
current fluctuations within specified limits in the same way the DC-link capacitor is designed in case
of VSI to keep the DC voltage ripples within specified margins [32].

Consider energy balance concept at CSI DC-link, neglecting inverter and filter losses.

EPV = EL + Eg ⇒ EL = EPV − Eg, (23)

where EPV, EL, and Eg are the PV output energy, energy stored in DC-link inductor and grid energy
respectively. From Equation (23),

1
2

Ldc
(
Idcmax

2
− Idcmin

2
)
=

∫ T
4

−T
4

(
PPV − pg

)
dt, (24)

where Idcmax and Idcmin are the maximum and minimum values of the average DC-link current
respectively. From Equation (1), pg equals Pg(1− cos(2ωt)) where Pg is the mean grid power. Assuming
loss-less operation, let PPV = Pg,

∴
1
2

Ldc(Idcmax + Idcmin)(Idcmax − Idcmin) =

∫ 2π
4

−2π
4

Pgcos(2ωt)dωt, (25)
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∴ LdcIdc∆idcp−p =
Pg

2ω

∫ 2π
4

−2π
4

cos(2ωt)d(2ωt) , (26)

where ∆idcp-p is the peak to peak DC current ripple. Let 2ωt = θ,

∴ LdcIdc∆idcp−p =
Pg

2ω

∫ π
2

−
π
2

cosθ dθ, (27)

The DC-link inductor that limits DC-current ripple to a desired value can be calculated from
Equation (27) resulting in Equation (28) [23],

Ldc =
Pg

ωIdc∆idcp−p
=

PPV

2ωIdc∆idc
, (28)

where ∆idc is the amplitude of the DC current ripple.
Hence, the considered system parameters are designed according to the previous equations and

their values are shown in Table 2 as follows;

Table 2. Investigated system parameters.

Ldc 150 mH, for ∆idcp−p = 0.33 A, and 50 mH, for ∆idcp−p = 1 A

Cf, Lf 25 µF and 5 mH for fs = 15 kHz

3. Proposed Control Scheme

This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of
the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

The proposed control scheme, which achieves single-stage PV-grid interface via single-phase CSI,
is demonstrated as follows with design steps summarized in Appendix A;

3.1. CSI Control Loops

CSI features two control loops: an outer DC-link current loop, which regulates the DC-link current
to a value that ensures MPPT, and an inner grid current loop for PV-grid interfacing. Figure 2a shows
the proposed control scheme.

3.2. Outer DC-Link Current Control Loop

This loop is responsible for forcing the CSI DC-link current Idc (i.e., the PV current IPV) to match a
reference value (Idcref). This reference corresponds to the PV current at which the PV module supplies
its maximum power (IMPP). Hence, Idcref is determined by an MPPT algorithm in order to extract
the PV module maximum power [32]. Several MPPT techniques are discussed in literature [33,34]
where variable-step incremental conductance (IncCond.) technique is of main concern due to its simple
implementation, high accuracy and less mathematical burden [35–37]. Modified variable step-size
IncCond. technique is applied for more enhanced performance [38].
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The extracted PV power should be transferred to the grid; hence the output of this loop determines
the amplitude of the sinusoidal reference grid current Îgre f insuring the power at the inverter DC-side
is transferred to grid [32].

The block diagram of the outer DC-link current control loop is shown in Figure 2b featuring a
simple proportional-integral (PI) controller to minimize the DC-link current steady-state error. This
controller is represented by the gain GPI(s) where KP−i and KI−i are the controller proportional and
integral gains respectively:

GPI(s) = KP−i +
KI−i

s
, (29)

The DC-link current controller gains are tuned for a low cross-over frequency to mitigate the
magnitude of the double line-frequency DC current oscillations. The inner grid current control loop,
with limited bandwidth, can be modeled by a unity gain at the low frequency range as illustrated in
Figure 2b [32].

The relationship between variations in the fundamental grid current magnitude and the average
DC-link current can be calculated using the average power balance Equation (30), neglecting converter
and filter losses:

PPV = Pg +
dEL

dt
, (30)

PPV = Pg +
d
[

1
2 LdcIdc

2
]

dt
, (31)

In order to carry sensitivity analysis, when studying relationship and correlation between certain
system variables, other variables of less contribution can be partially discarded [32]. Consequently, to
assess the influence of the grid current on the average DC-link current, one neglects PPV [39]:

d
[

1
2 LdcIdc

2
]

dt
= −Pg, (32)

d
[

1
2 LdcIdc

2
]

dt
= −

V̂g Îg

2
, (33)

Applying small perturbations around the operating point:

d
[

1
2 Ldc(Idc + idc−pert)

2
]

dt
= −

V̂g(Îg + îg−pert)

2
, (34)

where idc−pert, and îg−pert are the small perturbations applied around the mean DC-link current
and the grid current amplitude respectively. Neglecting steady-state values and square of small
perturbations [32]:

d
[

1
2 Ldc2 Idc idc−pert

]
dt

= −
V̂g îg−pert

2
, (35)

Hence, taking Laplace transform for both sides if Equation (35)

LdcIdcsIdc(s) = −
V̂gÎg(s)

2
, (36)

∴
Idc(s)

Îg(s)
= −

V̂g

2sLdcIdc
, (37)
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3.3. Inner Grid Current Control Loop

For grid integration purposes, the inverter grid current must be of low THD and near-unity power
factor. Consequently, the DC current controller output signal is the reference grid current amplitude
multiplied by a sinusoidal unit vector, deducted from a phase-locked loop (PLL). The current controller
ensures the grid current and its sinusoidal reference matching. The block diagram of the inner grid
current control loop is shown in Figure 2c. For high switching frequency, the PWM module can be
modeled by a simple gain [39,40]:

KPWM =
Idc

T̂ri
, (38)

where T̂ri is the amplitude of the triangular carrier signal.
Since the grid current is time-varying control variable, conventional PI controllers encounter

difficulties in removing the steady-state error [41,42]. Hence, either proportional-integral (PI) controllers
with feed-forward or proportional-resonant (PR) controllers should be employed [12]. The latter
have gained a large popularity in the last decade due to its capability of eliminating the magnitude
and phase angle steady-state errors when regulating sinusoidal signals without the need of voltage
feed forward [43,44]. Hence, the proportional resonant controller is employed for current control of
grid-connected PV VSIs [45] as well as CSIs [26] with the ideal transfer function given as,

GPR(s) = KP−r + KI−r
s

s2 +ω2 , (39)

where KP−r is proportional part gain, KI−r is the resonant part gain and ω is the resonant frequency of
the controller.

For utilities with wide frequency variations, non-ideal PR controllers [46–48] or damped resonant
controllers [49,50] can be used to give a wider bandwidth around the resonant frequency.

Since the fundamental PR controller acts on a very narrow band around its resonant frequency ω,
the implementation of harmonic compensator for low-order harmonics is possible without affecting
the PR controller behavior and dynamics [51,52]. In addition, single frequency compensation, selective
harmonic compensation is proposed by cascading several resonant blocks tuned to resonate at the
desired low-order harmonic frequencies to be compensated. Thus, the controller can be suitable for
grid-tied systems minimizing its grid current low-order harmonics which result from DC-link even
harmonics [21]. The transfer function of the harmonic compensator is given by

GHC(s) =
∑

H = 3, 5, ...,n

K(I−r)H
s

s2 + (ωH)2 , (40)

where H is the harmonic order to be compensated for and K(I−r)H represents the individual resonant
gain, which must be tuned for minimizing harmonics at the relative frequency.

Ideal PR controllers with harmonic compensators are common with VSIs [45,53–55], however
it’s not widely used with CSI. In this paper, a harmonic compensator is designed to cancel low-order
harmonics as they are the most prominent harmonics in a typical CSI output current spectrum. This
allows the use of lower DC-link inductance without degrading grid current quality. The block diagram
of the proposed controller is shown in Figure 2d. K(I-r)n is the resonant gain at nth harmonic order
designed to limit grid current harmonics at its related frequency.
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4. Simulation Results

The investigated single-phase single-stage grid-tied PV system, presented in Section 2, is simulated
using MATLAB/Simulink with parameters listed in Appendix C. First, system performance was studied
for CSI DC-link inductor (Ldc) = 150 mH when applying a conventional PR controller (CPRC) in the
grid current loop. Then, Ldc was reduced to 50 mH and the latter was repeated once when applying
conventional PR controller and again when applying the proposed cascaded harmonic compensator
(PCHC). In this paper, a step-change in irradiance; from 1000 W/m2 to 700 W/m2 was applied at t = 3 s
to study system performance at different power levels in addition to transient investigation.

The system response for the three investigated cases is illustrated in Figure 3. The DC-link current,
PV power and average grid power results are shown in Figure 3a–c respectively. The large DC-link
inductor, 150 mH case, experienced minimal PV power ripple which was reflected in the grid current
THD. At operation start, settling time (ts) = 0.185 s while at the irradiance step change, the PV maximum
power was tracked after 0.025 s. The large size DC-link inductor showed relatively slower tracking
response compared to that with 50 mH Ldc as will be demonstrated later. System performances for Ldc
= 50 mH using CPRC and PCHC are shown in Figure 3 as well. Reducing the DC-link inductor to
its one third resulted in higher steady-state PV power oscillation which resulted in less average PV
power than for Ldc = 150 mH case. However, lower losses were experienced by Ldc = 50 mH resulting
in enhanced system efficiencies of 92%, and 94% at 1000 and 700 W/m2 respectively in case of CPRC as
well as in the case of PCHC. This resulted in more average power delivered at the grid than in case
of Ldc = 150 mH. Moreover, reducing Ldc resulted in a faster dynamic response when applying both
controllers (At operation start, ts = 0.055 s while at the irradiance step change, the PV maximum power
was tracked after 0.015 s).

Figure 4 zooms into system response where Figure 4a–f show the effect of the CSI Cf in achieving
almost sinusoidal inverter output voltage at 1000 and 700 W/m2 respectively. Near unity power factor
at both irradiance levels for the investigated three cases was fulfilled. The exerted grid currents with
their associated fast Fourier analysis (FFT) at both power levels were clarified as well. The high value
of Ldc resulted in grid current THDs of 4.22% and 4.9% at 1000 and 700 W/m2 respectively; within IEEE
Std. 519 as shown in Figure 4a,d respectively. However, the higher PV power oscillation, in case of
Ldc = 50 mH, resulted in distorted grid current when applying conventional PR control as shown in
Figure 4b,e with THDs beyond standards [56] (9.4% and 12.57% at 1000 and 700 W/m2 respectively).
When studying FFT analysis in case of CPRC, the main cause of high grid current THD was the third
order harmonic component (8.9% and 12.25% at 1000 and 700 W/m2 respectively). Hence, the proposed
PR controller was designed with a cascaded harmonic compensator tuned at the third harmonic order
to minimize harmonics at this frequency (150 Hz). The impact of the PCHC is shown in Figure 4c,f
where grid current third order harmonics were reduced to 1.83% and 2.33% at 1000 and 700 W/m2

respectively which resulted in a minimized grid current THD (3.19% and 3.93% at 1000 and 700 W/m2

respectively) which was even better than with Ldc = 150 mH. Table 3 summarizes the simulated systems’
performance parameters for all cases.

Simulation results show that more PV power oscillation is experienced, when reducing the DC-link
inductor, but overall system efficiency and dynamic performance are enhanced. However, a harmonic
compensator must be used in the inner grid current control loop to mitigate low-order harmonics
found in grid current as a result of higher PV power ripple. Detailed comments on system efficiency
are illustrated in the discussion section.
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Table 3. Performance parameters of system applied in simulation work.

Case Irradiance Settling Time, (s) PV Power, (W) Grid Power, (W) Overall Efficiency

Ldc = 150 mH CPRC 1000 W/m2 0.185 284.8 245 86%
700 W/m2 0.025 195 174 89%

Ldc = 50 mH CPRC 1000 W/m2 0.055 282 260 92%
700 W/m2 0.015 186 175 94%

Ldc = 50 mH PCHC 1000 W/m2 0.055 282.5 260 92%
700 W/m2 0.015 188 177 94%
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5. Experimental Results

The effectiveness of the proposed cascaded harmonic compensator (PCHC), associated with a
single-phase single-stage grid-tied CSI, was verified experimentally when compared to the CPRC
performance. However, to hold a valid practical comparison, it is mandatory for both controllers to
be tested under similar conditions as listed in Appendix C. Hence, a low-cost simulating circuit [57]
was used to emulate PV system operation with the schematic diagram shown in Figure 5a and the
Voltage-Current-Power 3-D (V-I-P) curve shown in Figure 5b. A PWM modulated CSI, with fs of
15 kHz, was connected to the PV emulator output to boost the output voltage, track the maximum
power point, and interface the PV system to the grid. A single-phase autotransformer was utilized to
emulate the power grid while a TMS320F28335 DSP, featuring a 33-MHz clock, high-speed 12-bit A/D
conversion, and 32-bit floating point, was used to generate the PWM signals and realize the proposed
feedback loop controllers. The test rig photograph is shown in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. Experimental setup (a) schematic diagram, (b) P-V, I-V curves of PV emulator under two
power levels (c) test rig photography.

Both the proposed and the conventional PR controllers were tested for Ldc = 50 mH under a step
decrease in the PV simulator power (from 67.5 W to 47 W) by opening the switch ‘S’. Figure 6a,b
show voltage, current and power at the CSI DC side and grid side respectively in case of CPRC while
Figure 7a,b show those of PCHC. Both controllers allow the CSI to successfully track the PV maximum
power at both power levels and both have the same conversion efficiency. In addition, Figures 6 and 7
zoom into system response when applying CPRC and PCHC respectively. Figure 6c,d show the near
unity power factor achieved at both power levels in case of CPRC while Figure 7c,d show those in case
of PCHC.
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at higher power level and 11.3% and 5% at lower level for the third and fifth harmonics 
respectively). Hence, a PR controller was designed with a proposed cascaded harmonic compensator 
tuned at 150 and 250 Hz in order to minimize harmonics at these frequencies. The impact of the 
PCHC is shown in Figure 9a–d where grid current third order harmonic is reduced to 3.4% and 3.7% 
and the fifth order harmonic is reduced to 2.5% and 3% at the higher and lower power levels 
respectively. This result in a minimized grid current THD of 5.2% and 5.8% at both levels 
respectively. Hence, the effectiveness of the PCHC is verified experimentally. Bode plots of the 
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However, Figure 8a–d show the distorted grid current experienced by the conventional PR
control with THD beyond IEEE 519 standards (12.26% and 12.97% at higher and lower power levels
respectively). When studying grid current FFT analysis in case of CPRC, the third and fifth order
components were the most dominant harmonics in grid current waveform spectrum (10.7% and 4% at
higher power level and 11.3% and 5% at lower level for the third and fifth harmonics respectively).
Hence, a PR controller was designed with a proposed cascaded harmonic compensator tuned at 150
and 250 Hz in order to minimize harmonics at these frequencies. The impact of the PCHC is shown in
Figure 9a–d where grid current third order harmonic is reduced to 3.4% and 3.7% and the fifth order
harmonic is reduced to 2.5% and 3% at the higher and lower power levels respectively. This result in a
minimized grid current THD of 5.2% and 5.8% at both levels respectively. Hence, the effectiveness
of the PCHC is verified experimentally. Bode plots of the conventional PR controller are shown in
Figures 8e and 9e versus the bode plots of PR controller proposed in the experimentation, with its
cascaded third and fifth-order harmonic compensator.
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6. Conclusions

A modified cascaded proportional resonant controller, applied to single-phase single-stage PV
grid connected CSI, is proposed. The presented controller succeeds in improving the CSI performance
with the privilege of reducing the DC-link inductor compared to classical CSI controllers. Modeling
and design of the single-phase single-stage grid-tied PV CSI is presented in this paper with its
enhanced PWM switching technique associated with the proposed enhanced performance controller.
The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed cascaded PR controller have been established by
simulation and experimentally as well. The obtained results reveal the superiority of the proposed
controller which selectively eliminated the grid current low order harmonics using smaller value
DC-link inductor when compared to the classical control technique. Consequently, system performance
is enhanced under the proposed controller, leading to overall cost, size, and footprint reduction.
Appendix B summarizes a detailed comparison between the proposed controller and the competitors
listed in literature.

7. Discussion

In this subsection, the authors attempt to clarify several critical issues raised during the submission
process. Those aspects, highlighted by the reviewers, focus mainly on helping the readers to
easily understand the article and eliminate any misunderstanding/concerns that may arise. Among
those issues:

1. How accurate is the Low-Budget PV Emulator and to What Extend its Characteristics Affect the
Experimental Results?

For the simulation analysis: the authors utilize a detailed double-diode PV panel model with
practical PV panel parameters embedded in the Simulink file. Hence, the simulation results are of very
satisfactory level.

For the experimental investigation: the utilized low-cost emulator highly matches a corresponding
PV panel as clarified from Figure 5b. Yet, the authors admit that a high-end Solar Array Simulator
(SAS) (programmable switched mode DC power supply offering accurate PV characteristics) would
reveal slightly different results specially when the operation travels from the constant-voltage to the
constant-region and vice versa as the utilized low-cost emulator offers symmetrical inverted bell-shape
characteristic while typical PV panel curve is steep. But, as the experimental illustrated results were
utilized as a comparative analysis between the proposed controller and the classical one from the
harmonic mitigation aspect, transient analysis would be of less importance in the current manuscript.

2. Comments on System Efficiency Results

Although CPRC and PCHC seem to achieve close performance, they differ in efficiency as well in
harmonic cancellation which is tolerated to IEEE std [58–60].
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Regarding system efficiency:
CSI DC/AC converters conversion efficiency (ζconv. =

Output power to load
Input DC power ) is a critical issue to assess

converter performance. However, for the converters under syudey, the input is usually a Renewable
Energy source (RES) where the converter input voltage and current are utilized for maximum power
tracking. This leads to RES current and voltage ripples and, in consequently, delivered power ripples
which deteriorate the converter MPPT performance. Another efficiency aspect must be considered,
usually of equal or even more importance than the converter power conversion efficiency, typically the
converter tracking efficiency [60].

The converter overall efficiency accommodates both MPPT tracking efficiency and power
conversion efficiency. The former (ζMPPT =

RES tracked power
Available maximum RES power at same conditions ) decreases with

the increase in the extracted RES power ripples and input converter current oscillations, driving
converter to deliver less power. On the contrary, the converter power conversion efficiency (ζconv. =
Output power to load
RES tracked power ) is the converter ability to deliver the RES tracked power to the load. This efficiency

decreases with the increase in converter losses linearly proportional to large inductances with high
copper losses [60].

On reviewing the efficiency results in Table 4, as the DC-link inductor decreased, it was expected
that the efficiency decreased as well due to the expected increase in the power ripples, yet the contrary
occurred for both CPRC (ζoverall. increased from 86% to 92%) and PCHC (92%). This can be explained
as the DC-link inductor value decreased, the conduction loss decreased as well, hence increasing the
conversion efficiency while the tracking efficiency degraded due to the increase in the ripples. For
overall system evaluation at this particular operating test conditions, the conversion efficiency was more
dominant, hence the overall efficiency improved despite of the slight decrease in the tracking efficiency.

Table 4. Detailed efficiency assessment.

ζOVERALL ζconv. ζMPPT.

CPRC at 150 mH 86% 90% 95%
CPRC at 50 mH 92% 97% 94%
PCHC at 50 mH 92% 97% 94%

Regarding system harmonics:
The PCHC succeeded in mitigating more low-order harmonics than CPRC using the same DC-link

inductor value and consequently achieve the best efficiency and lowest THD.
It’s clear from Figure 10a,b that less ripples were encountered in the DC current (PV current) and

in turn in the PV power in case of 150 mH which in turn increased the tracked PV power. However,
increasing the DC link inductor increased the DC-link losses consequently resulting in less load power
in case of 150 mH. Hence, the proposed techniques applying the 50 mH DC-link inductor achieved
higher overall efficiency rather than when applying the 150 mH inductor in the DC-link.
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Figure 10. PCHC performance comparison when applying Ldc of 150 mH and 50 mH under irradiance
variation: (a) DC-link current, (b) PV power, and (c) average grid power.

For more illustration, the PCHC is attested and compared at 2 DC-link inductor values as follows:
It’s clear from Figure 11a,b that the proposed technique, applying both inductors’ values, gave

close satisfactory grid current response at both power levels (sinusoidal waveform with unity power
factor and acceptable THD). However, the less DC-link inductor of 50 mH showed less losses achieving
more grid current amplitude in turn more load power and higher efficiency. Although the 50 mH
shows more grid current THD rather than that encountered in case of the 150 mH, the former still
achieved current THD that complies with the IEEE 519 standards.
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In conclusion, Figures 10 and 11 show that applying the less DC-link inductor with the proposed
technique resulted in higher overall efficiency and meanwhile satisfactory grid current response with
acceptable THD.

3. Applicability of the Proposed Controller

The proposed cascaded harmonic compensator was manly applied to grid connected CSIs. As
a competitor to VSIs [58,59], CSIs recently attracted a noticeable research interest to replace VSIs in
various applications. Renewable energy utility interactive grid integration converters are the main
application that CSI can replace VSI due to the previously discussed privileges of CSIs. Regarding
the commercially available converters, CSIs are still in their infancy stage. Their market share is still
very limited though promising due to the massive research recently published regarding efficiency
improvement and performance enhancement. Several limitations are facing the utilization of CSI
in medium-to-high power applications, mainly the dc-link inductor size and the power electronic
switches’ rating. Rockwell Automation® has recently launched the first ever medium voltage CSI
as motor drive relying on novel water-cooled inductor and high-end insulated gate-commutated
thyristors. The authors think that the development of silicon-carbide semiconductors and the research
towards utilization of nano-crytalline cores would definitely contributes to increase CSI market share
within the near future.

4. Point of Common Coupling Distortion

The assessment of any proposed controller/system must be performed at practical conditions. For
grid connected renewable energy converters, point of common coupling (PCC) is a traditional low
voltage distribution bus. The IEEE 519 std. limits the voltage harmonics of grid bus voltages to be
under 8% for bus voltage under 1 kV [58].

Despite all the simulation results are performed under pure sinusoidal grid voltage as literature,
the authors present a complete experimental validation for the proposed controller where all the
experimental results are attested at typical near-sinusoidal grid voltage within the IEEE Std. with
THD = 3.9% as illustrated in Figure 12. Therefore, the results presented in the submitted manuscript
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investigate the proposed controller performance under ideal sinusoidal PCC (simulation results
Figure 4) and practical grid voltage (experimental results Figures 6 and 7).Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 23 of 28 
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Appendix B

Table A1. Comparison table between the proposed controller and other competitors in literature.

Reference Hardware PWM Technique Harmonic Mitigation Method Experimental THD Advantages Disadvantages

[20] Single phase PAM Using PWM only No experimental results (4.8% in
simulation)

1. Simplified PWM
2. No extra hardware

1. Limited performance at low
modulation indices
2. Not harmonic specific cancellation

[21] Single phase NPWM Using PWM only 4.42%
1. Analogue based
2. Deteriorated THD at low power
operation

[25] Single phase SPWM Using PWM only via 3rd harmonic cancellation No experimental THD calculation
(3.42% in simulation)

1. Only mitigates 3rd harmonic grid
current.

[26] Single phase Modified carrier based double-tuned parallel resonant circuit to attenuate the
2nd and 4th order harmonics at the inverter dc side 2.3%

1. Double action mitigation both
hardware and software
2. High performance

1. High cost and size
2. Bulky
3. Difficult to tune the double
parallel filter

[27] Single phase Pulse transform
witching table Active buffer power decoupling circuit 4.24% 1. High performance

2. High power density

1. More active semiconductors
2. High cost and size
3. bulky
4. Extra voltage sensor is needed

Proposed controller Single phase Modified sinusoidal Software based Cascaded harmonic compensators for
the grid current control 3.19%

1. High performance
2. Low cost and size
3. Less bulky
4. Easily tuned compensators

1. Care must be taken at various
DC-link inductor values specially at
very low modulation indices
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Appendix C

Table A2. System parameters used in simulation analysis and experimental validation.

Simulation Analysis Parameters Experimental Validation Parameters

Grid voltage 220 V single phase pure sinusoidal supply 220 V single phase near-sinusoidal supply at
IEEE519 Std. distortion level THD = 3.9%

Grid frequency 50 Hz

Output filter Capacitance 25 µF

Output filter Inductance 5 mH

Switching frequency 15 KHz

PV panel 285 W PV panel ASE-285-DGF/17 MODULE Low-cost PV emulator
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